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Editorial 

I can only guess at the height to which the average BSRP member's eyebrows must have risen when a rather 
plump envelope landed on the mat earlier today. The BJRP, never a byword for punctuality and predictability, 
appears to have entered surrealist territory as far as its timing is concerned, with the (alleged) June and October 
issues arriving simultaneously, in a month which bears little resemblance to either June or October. 
The explanation is distressingly simple: the BJRP had fallen behind on its ideal publishing schedule - one issue in 
April, one in October - so there was a definite incentive to publish the second issue of 1995 as quickly as 
possible. A slight snag was that the first 1995 issue had not been published yet ... However, the BSRP 
membership provided an impressive and delightful mass of articles during those hot summer months (while the 
Editor was seriously contemplating a move to either Greenland or Alaska) and as a result it proved possible to 
fill two issues of the BJRP simultaneously. I will therefore offer sincere apologies for the lateness of the "June" 
issue, but point with a small degree of smugness to the surprising punctuality (well, almost) of the "October" 
issue! 

Another reason for getting the two 1995 issues published as soon as possible is the considerable increase in my 
professional responsibilities during the final months of 1995, which will make it very difficult for me to work on 
the BJRP at all. I hope to have weathered the storm by January 1996, by which time BJRP 80 will be crying out 
for your articles and my editorial attention. Later in 1996, we hope to surprise you with an extra-large Diamond 
Jubilee issue, for which contributions are still most welcome. So expect another rather plump envelope to land 
on the mat with a resounding thump late next year. For 1997, an even heavier assault on the postman's good 
right arm is planned. Yes, we plan ahead around here. It usually doesn't do much good, but we do plan ahead! 

On a totally different note, the number of forged, faked and incorrectly described items on the market seems to 
be increasing steadily. I would urge all our members to make very sure they know what they're buying when 
they're venturing onto the market. Is an item what it purports to be? If you're not sure, or you want to make 

extra sure, ask around; there are probably other BSRP members who can tell you more about a puzzling stamp 
or cover. If I might paraphrase the well-known saying: the price of a nice collection is eternal vigilance. 

Finally, although it might be a little early, this being an October issue (well, that's my story and I'm sticking to 
it), may I take this opportunity to wish all BSRP members and their families a very pleasant Christmas and a 
very happy 1996? Hmm, I think I've just taken the opportunity whether I was allowed to or not ... 
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Two intriguing Estonian covers 

Andrew Gilliam 

No-one with any knowledge of the Baltic countries would ever claim that their respective postal histories were 

anything if not varied. Even a skim-read of Hurt & Ojaste's Estonia Handbook, particularly the postal history 

section, would quickly confirm this, as would surely the two covers featured in this article. 

Cover 1 produced no end of interest from the moment that I received a photocopy of it, standing out head and 

shoulders anove more run of the mill material on the same page. Addressed to a merchant in Reval it appeared 

to have been posted in Port Kunda on the 6th December and to have arrived in Reval on the 7th December 

1852. On the reverse is the straight-line postmark of Hohenkreuz (Pikaristi) with manuscript date, acting as a 

transit mark. 

So the routing was Port Kunda-Hohenkreuz-Reval. But there is that statement in Hurt & Ojaste that only a few 

cases of postmarking mail in transit are known, so was this one of the few or was there some other explanation? 

Assuming for the moment that the letter had been posted in Hohenkreuz and had been_ taken to Port Kunda to be 

put aboard a ship going to Reval, was the Port Kunda postmark a ship's letter marking, a use as yet unrecorded? 

H & 0 state that items of pre-philatelic sea mail are rare. 

But what of the actual places involved in the story so far? By 1712 there were coach stations located in inss at 

Joelahtme, POdruse, Pada, Voka and Vaiyara along the northern postal route between Reval, Narva and, 

eventually, St.Petersburg. In 1917 the station at Pada was replaced by one at Hohenkreuz, where in c.1820 a 

new station was built. It is still there today in what is now known as Pikaristi, an elegant building now in use as 

a farmhouse. However, Pikaristi is not and has not even been a village. It is a settlement of a few houses, 

surrounded by typical forest and bog. The name itself is derived from two Estonian words, "pikk" meaning long 

or tall and "rist" meaning cross or crossroads. Its size has changed little since the mid-19th century. therefore it 

is an unlikely place for a letter to begin its journey unless it came fom a nearby town such as Rakvere. 

Kunda, on the other hand, is and was a town with a fair size population. The harbour which is a short distance 

from the town was extended in 1805 due to the timber trade with the provision of sawmills and ropeworks. Post 

from Port Kunda in 1852 would have needed to have joined the St.Petersburg-narva-Reval mail route. This 

connection could have been made at either Pikaristi or Podruse. The mail station at Podruse was closed in 1869 

so was perhaps of lesser importance even by 1852. The route Port Kunda to POdruse heads westward in the 

required direction, while the route from Port Kunda to Pikaristi backtracks eastward to avoid the bog. 

It might be argued that adverse weather conditions, with the onse of winter, might have meant that mail from 

this area went by seas. This is extremely unlikely as sledges were used as a matter of course in winter. There 

were no political disturbances or peasant uprisings at that time which might have dictated using the sea-route 

(although in 1854 there was a blockade of Estonian ports by the British due to the war in the Crimea). 

Any post leaving Port Kunda by a land route would have had to have some out to the main Narva-Reval route as 

Port Kunda is a dead end. There is no substantial road actually on the coast west of Port Kunda as it's an area of 

wet-land and bogs. There was a recognised sea mail service at this time along the coast from Reval to 

St.Petersburg much in demand during summer months, especially for parcels, but far less-used in the winter 

when presumably weather conditions would have closed the route. 

So far this inquiry had been made using photocopies of the cover. Eventually the actual cover arrived and as 

expected there was no enclosed letter, but there were notes written on the inside of the cover, those very useful 

details often recorded by recipients of post at that time. Arthur Guimard had apparently sent the original letter 
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from Port Kunda on 6 December 1852, and it had been received on 8 December. Girard sounds French, so was 
this a French merchant? But then again the surname is to be found in Guernsey and there was certainly one such 
named merchant there in the 19th century who owned a large sailing boat. So is there a Channel Island 
connection? Probably not. 

Little seems recorded about Thomas Claybills & Sons other than that it was a British firm and was involed in the 
Baltic trade as shipping agents. Of Arthur Girard much more is known and be is linked very stringly to Port 
Kunda. Kunda "m0is" (manor house) is first mentioned in 1443. Each "m0is" was at the centre of an estate 
owned by Baltic German nobility, dating from the German invasions of the 13th century. Kunda was a little 
unusual in that the estate was inherited in 1858 by Johann, Baron Girard de Saucanton and he was described as 
'an industrialist of French origin'. He was, however, born in Tallinn on 22-8-1826 and died in Kunda on 8-12-
1896 and it was to bis family that Arthur Girard belonged. Johann may ell have been the son of Arthur. The 
family also owned a neighbouring •m0is", founded in 1840, in the name of Etienne Girard de Soucanton. 
Johann was something of an important figure. He investigated the possibility of producing cement during the 
1860s and in 1869-1870 built a cement works on the estate. Today there is still a huge cement works in Kunda. 
However, the cover predates the cement works by som 20 years. The harbour at Kunda was enlarged in 1805 on 
the order of Tsar Alexander I and a saw-mill together with a rope-works were started. It is likely that Arthur 
Girard dealt with Thos. Claybills concerning the export of timber or rope, possibly with Clayhilss as middleman 
between Kunda and another well-known merchant in Pirnu, Jacob Jacke, to whom the second cover to be 
discussed is addressed. The trading house of Jacob Jacke and Co. was established in 1737 and correspondence 
between this firm and Tbos. Claybills is recorded. 

Cover 2 is a ship's letter. Sent from Dundee on 18 September 1845, it was routed via Berwick and was back
stamped there on the 19th with a circular postmark in blue. At the port of Hull it was marked with the ship-letter 
postmark, dated the 20th, from where it was transported to Hamburg by the Hull Steamer, and on to Pernau 
(Pirnu). But what was the route from Hamburg? There are two indistinct markings on the reverse of the cover 
which might give an indication. The first is a rectangular box, lying across the Hull Ship-letter marking at 90° to 
it on the right band side. It is reminiscent or receipt/arrival marks used in the Russian Baltic area at that time, so 
did perhaps Riga figure in the routing from Hamburg? What of the circular postmark which touches the Berwick 
mark? 

Another possibility is that by 1845 there was no longer a postal routing direct to Plmu from Hamburg as there 
had been in the 18th century. Mail received in Hamburg destined for places in Estonia may well have been 
routed via Helsingfors/Helsinki which was a more likely destination for a Hamburg ship at this time than Plmu. 
This indistinct postmark could be of Helsingfors and the indistinct rectangular mark could therefore be a Revel 
arrival marking. 

The filing marks inside the cover set a bit of a poser. There is no doubt that the letter was sent from Dundee on 
the 18th September by a mr William Wrongbam, but then the note goes on to state that it was received 
('empfangen') on the 19th September! A clerk's error, surely, or possibly a date in the old calendar which was 
running 12 days ~d the Gregorian Calendar at this time. Anyway the note concludes that the letter was 
answered on the 31st October. 

Acknowledgements 
I thank Mr Tim Saluveer for all bis help in the preparation of this article and without whose scholarship it could 
not have been written, and Rabbi L.L. Tann for encouraging that the study of these two covers should be 
presented to the BSRP members via the Journal. 
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Latitude with longitude: an unexpected answer to an 
unusual question 

George Henderson 

Living in a house which is less than 800 metres west if the Greenwich Meridian, one instinctively believes that 
all maps have their longitudes based on that line. Hence my surprise when Ian Stone asked if I could explain the 
longitude shown on the German maps upon the backs of which the earliest Latvian stamps were printed. 
Reference to my copy of sheet 014 showed that Riga appeared at approximately 41 °45' east of somewhere, 
whereas maps projected from Greenwich show it at 24 ° east. Obviously cartography on a strange basis! 
Reversing the sums, I found that 1.ero longitude for the German maps was the westernmost point of the Canary 
Islands, a 1.ero used by the Greek scientist Hipparchus c.150 BC, and subsequently by Ptolemy. 
Mr Francis Herbert, Curator of Maps of the Royal Geographical Society, had kindly helped me with previous 
map problems, so I wrote to him. His reply directed me to the word 'Ferro' in the inscription at the top left 
comer of the map: "41 °30' ostl.L.v.Ferro". Ferro is not an obscure cartographer, but is now Hierro, the most 
westerly island of the Canaries - so we are back with Hipparchusl 
Mr Herbert also sent me a photocopy of a page from Cartographic Materials: a manual of intemretation (issued 
by the American, Canadian and British library associations, 1982) listing no fewer than 53 places world-wide 
upon which prime meridians have been based. Curiously, none of the books I have on cartography and on old 
and modem maps make any reference to this proliferation of prime meridians. Presumably maps have been 
made, and published, using Bombay, Naples, Peking, Tokyo and Washington as prime meridians, but where are 
they now? Even the massive bibliography International map~ and atlases in print (Bowker, 1974) makes no 
reference to the possibility of any of the tens of thousands of listed maps being in non-Greenwich projections. 
My curiosity having been aroused, and noting that Leningrad, Pulkovo and Moscow have also been used· as 
prime meridians, I took a close look at the Russian maps I have and at those in the BSRP library; all are on 
Greenwich longitudes. The moral is, when using maps, to check the coordinates first - there may be a surprise! 

Ian Stone 

George Henderson has kindly allowed me a sight of his note with the above title and in which he throws much 
light on this tricky question. George does not refer to the problem of why the military maps in question used 
such an odd prime meridian as the westernmost part of the Canary Islands. One or two observations might be of 
interest. 

The first of these is that there might be security reasons. Make the prime meridian obscure so that, should the 
maps be captured, the enemy is confused! But in this case why state where the prime meridian is? And anyway, 
what about the latitude which cannot be subjected to fudging in this manner? 
The second suggestion is that having ·a prime meridian at the western point of what might be deemed to be 
Europe means that all longitudes increase in the same direction, namely east. One could imagine that, if the 
prime meridian in question were, say, Berlin then a not very well educated German non-commissioned officer 
(one hesitates to suggest that a German officer might be not well educated!) might be confused by maps in which 
the longitude increased in one direction in some, and in a different direction in others! Support for this 
contention arises from the point that the maps in question have no grids, which of course in the case of, for 
example, maps of the United Kingdom neatly gets over this problem. 
One final thought: if these maps have no grid, how could they be used for artillery spotting? Surely latitudes and 
longitudes were not used? But we're getting very, very far away from philately. 
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Baking powder from Odessa - genuine or fake? 

Boris Priw 

The small envelope (the front and back of which are illustrated in figs.1 and 2) bears a tate-bache block of four 
of the 5k general duty stamps from the 1907 issue, postmarked "ODESSA/ • 4 a" 20-8-1918, with a similar 
postmark on the reverse dated 21-8-1918. The envelope belonged to the Anglo-Russian Yeast Production 
Company of Odessa which also had a fctory at 56-57 King's Cross Road, London since 1871. The company's 
patent trade mark was a white cross on a red background. 

The back of the envelope carries instructions for the use of the baking powder, reading as follows: 

"Mix well 1 pound of flour with a teaspoonful of this powder separately in a dry bowl. In another bowl, 
whisk the other ingredients with a spoon, that is: butter, salt, sugar, milk, egg, etc. Then mix together 
the contents of both bowls, forming in this way a soft dough, and spread it out immediately into the 
desired shapes and straightaway, without leaving it like ordinary yeast dough, put it into a hot oven. 
Give it an extremely light baking. In this way one can bake even bread without hesitation. 

Footnote As many different counterfeit "baking powders" have appeared on the market, containing 
unhealthy medicaments like ammoniac, soda, etc. we beg customers to ask only for the real English 
"Baking Powder", which is exclusively packed in these sealed packets with a red cross." 

A friend has compared the postmarks on the envelope with similar ones in his own collection. Although they 
appear to be genuine I am of the opinion that they were applied posthumously, possibly as late as the last few 
years. 

I have recently seen an identical envelope which was similarly stamped, but without any postmark. Could it be 
that someone has found a stash of these old envelopes and has been trying to sell them as postally used Red 
Cross material using an old postmark? If so, why apply the same postmark on the reverse, implying receipt the 
following day? Alternatively, could it be a genuine locally addressed philatelic item? If so, what was the 
purpose? If anyone has a similar envelope or can shed some light on this question I would very much like to 
hear from them. 

Afterword 
Another similar envelope was recently sold at a Kronenburg auction for 190 Swiss Francs, while yet another 
cover, "franked" with an even more bizarre assembly or revenue stamps and a postal savings bank stamp, was 
described by George Werbizky in Pochta 18, July 1995, p.43. There seems to be a definite "outbreak" of such 
items ... 

1 With thanks to Peter Walker, who translated the text of the recipe. 
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Russian registered mail - errors 

G.S. Misldn 

Those of you who have been reading your Newsletters will know that Leonard Tann has been running a series of 
articles on registration errors. Having more than just a passing interest in registered mail, I have a few nice 
examples and records of some others. 

The earliest recorded error is in Harry von Hofmann's book Zakamoe - Recommandirt, where he illustrates a 
cover dated 14-4-1899 from Libava to Berlin. The registration label on the cover is a very primitive example of 
an early label - just a piece of white paper with the text 'LIBA VP' in error for Libava. I have another early 
label with an error, this time a cover from Dvinsk dated 15-5-1899 with a label spelled 'DZINSK'. Other 
examples of printing 'mess-ups' are: 

VITEBCK instead of VITEBSK, 'R'-label dated 4-6-1913 ~ 63) 
STMBIRSK instead of SIMBIRSK, 'R'-label dated 4-10-1916 

GHANGHAI instead of SHANGHAI, 'R'-label (newsletter 1994) 
VOLOCHISK in Cyrillic on 'R'-label dated 17-2-1917 (see below) 

The PETRORGAD for PETROGRAD error occurs in positions 75 and 76 of the sheet. Recorded are: 
a) 2-4-1915 number not recorded 

b) 20-4-1915 776 
c) 24-2-1916 675 

d) 21-7-1916 376 

e) ? 976 
f) 21-2-1917 67S (again) 
g) 4-1-1922 376 (again) 
h) 25-9-1922 37S 
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There are many examples of the spelling on the label not matching that of the postmark, e.g. 
a) BARANOVA on label, BARANOVKA in postmark, 18-9-1909 
b) NAINSK on label, KAINSK in postmark, 24-9-1914 
c) KARGAPOLSKOE on label, KARGOPOLSKOE in postmark, 31-7-1916 

There are also many cases where the location as specified on the label does not match that described in the 
postmark. These mainly occur when a control/insurance label has been used for registration, e.g. KHERSON/ 
ODESSA. 

Other errors: 

a) I have a St.Petersburg 'R'-label on which the name has been printed too far to the right, so it reads 
'St.Petersbour'. 

b) Again in Zakaznoe-Recommandirt, Harry von Hofmann illustrates a St.Petersburg '3'-label which has 
been miscut so that the '3' is on the right instead of on the left. 

The help of Messrs Harry von Hofmann, A. Kolot and J. Moyes is gratefully acknowledged. 

The origin of the word 'Vokzal' 

P.E. Robinson 

The word 'VOKZAL', which in Russian was written BOK3AJI b until 1918 and BOK3AJI afterwards, is often 
found on postmarks. It means a station, usually a railway station, though nowadays the term RECHNOI 
VOKZAL is also used to mean a terminal for river boats. The usually-accepted theory is that the word comes 
directly from Vauxhall Station in London, a replica of which was built for the first railway exhibition to be held 
in Russia in the 183~s. before any railways had actually been built there. The exhibition certainly led to the 
word becoming commonly used in Russia for railway stations, but in fact the word Vokzal was in limited use in 
Russia before this time, due to the fact that Vauxhall Station took its name from the Vauxhall Gardens. These 
were situated alongside the Thames, and they were a popular pleasure resort from the 17th to the mid-19th 
century. 

The Encyclopaedia Britannica tells us that the manor was originally held by the feudal landowner Falkes de 
Breaute (died 1226) whence the name Falkes Hall, corrupted to Vauxhall. The Oxford English Dictionary states 
that the word 'Vauxhall' came to be used for any sort of pleasure resort, and the common Russian usage may 
relate to the fact that Russia's first railway, from St.Petersburg to Tsarskoe Selo, led to an area which was 
popular for recreation. 

According to the Russian etymological dictionary Kratkii Etimologicheskii Slovar' Russkogo Yazyka by N.M. 
Shanskii, V.V. Ivanov & T.V. Shanskaya (Moscow, 1971) the word, originally spelt 'VOKSAL', was borrowed 
from the English at the end of the 18th century, and in fact was used by Pushkin, though it only entered 
common Russian speech in the latter part of the 19th century. 
The similarity between the second half of the word and the Russian 'zal' meaning 'hall' is evidently accidental. 
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TPOs on military railways of the Caucasian Front 

Alexander Epstein 

The postcard shown in figure 1 has an unusual postmark unrecorded up to the present. Although the strike is 

somewhat incomplete, one can readily decipher it as "POCHTOV.VAGON MAKIN(SKOI ZH.)D. b" i.e. TPO 

of the Malcu Railway, serial "b". The negative cachet below the postmark confirms that text. 

Such a railway was in fact constructed in 1915-1916 for military purposes, i.e. for supplying Russian troops 

fighting against Turkish forces during WWl, chiefly the 4th Army Corps, with the necessary ammunition, 

provisions, etc. Some information about this railway was found in a book on the military geography of Persia by 

N. Korsun, published in Moscow in 1923. 
This narrow-gauge railway began at Shakhtakhty, a station of the Tiflis-Dzhulfa railway, and via Maku, 

Tandurek and Bayazid led to Karakilisa, crossing through parts of Persia and Turkey occupied by Russian 

troops. Its full length, including a branch line from Bayazid to Sophali on the shore of Lake Van, was 204 km. 

The rails and rolling stock were received from the Vologda-Arkhangelsk railway that was being converted to a 

normal gauge line. There were 88 steam locomotives and 1438 cars running on the railway, of which the 

capacity was 12-13 trains a day. 

The status of this TPO remains unclear. Was it administered by the closest Post-Telegraph District (in this case 

Tiflis District) or by the Military Communications Administration of the Caucasian Front Headquarters, which 

seems more likely? In the latter case, it must have been a military postal establishment, some kind of travelling 

field post office (TFPO). This would also explain why the postcard in question, not an official but a private item 

of mail, was mailed post-free by a TPO official. 
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Since this is the first recorded example of a TPO running almost completely on the occupied territory of another 
state, the question arises if there were other, similar TPOs active along the Caucasian Front. A likely candidate 
is the 150 km-long Tebriz Railway, constructed on the territory of Persia during the period 1 September 1915 to 
1 November 1916 as a direct, normal-gauge extension of the Tiflis-Dzhulfa railway to Tebriz, with a 54 km 
branch line from Sophian to Sharab-Shene on the shore of Lake Urmia. 
Letters and postcards, unfranked or franked with Imperial stamps, sent by Russians from Tebriz during 1915-
1916 exist postmarked at Dzhulfa. There never seems to have been a Russian FPO at Tebriz, and this mail could 
not be delivered by the Tebriz Railway of which the construction was completed only at the end of 1916. 
However, this does not exclude the possibility of a TPO running on this railway in 1917. One should also reflect 
on whether the so-called Russian Consular Post Offices in Tebriz and Maku, of which postmarks are known on 
mail, were not connected in some way with the construction of the Tebriz and Maku railways. 

Finally, we should also look at the railway built from Sarykamysh to the Turkish border ar Karaurgan and then 

extended to Erzerum. The existence of a TPO on this railway cannot be excluded. Since postmarks of 
unrecorded TPOs are still surfacing, there remains a hope for new discoveries. Anayway, such postmarks of the 
Caucasian military railway TPOs, if they exist (like the Maku Railway TPO postmark) should be extremely 
scarce. Actually, the mail they carried was handled either by post offices in Russia (including the main post 
office in Tiflis) or, for the other direction, by the Russian FPOs in Turkey and Persia, and also by the Consular 
Post Offices in Tebriz and Maku. The amount of mail posted directly on the TPOs at the stations and the stops 
along these railways, and which was therefore calcelled with a TPO datestamp, can only have been negligible. 
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The poor relations: Imperial Russian formular cards 

Ivo Steyn 

The recent appearance of a book on Imperial Russian formular cards - postal stationery cards without an 

imprinted' stamp - should serve to remind us all of these intriguing and often neglected "poor relations" of the 

well-known postal stationery cards with imprinted stamp issued by the Russian postal authorities before the 

Revolution. Much of what follows is based on two sources, namely the aforementioned book, by Leon 

Nebenzahl (see Review Section), and the collection formed by two generations of Faberge philatelists. 

Before we go into the minutiae, let's first define what we will be talking about: postal stationery cards without 

imprinted stamp, issued by the postal authorities. We will therefore cheerfully ignore all picture postcards, and 

all privately printed/issued formular cards. As noted by Nebenzahl, the postal authorities actually had a 

monopoly on formular cards until 19 October 1894, in the sense that privately issued cards could not be 

transmitted by the post. 

Formu.lar cards issued in 1872-1889 

No.I. 1872 (Jan. 1st) 
A card that is sometimes listed separately in postal stationery catalogues, as its design is unique to it, not shared 

by a card with imprinted stamp. It was printed, sold and used in considerable numbers before it was withdrawn 

from sale on July 1st, 1886. Used examples with far later dates do turn up, so there must have been considerable 

numbers in circulation when sale of the card was terminated - my latest date is 8-2-1890. 

Thus far, no mention appears to have been made in the literature of an interesting variety of this card. The 

inscription on the reverse exists in two types. In the correct spelling, it reads "Pochtovoe Upravlenie za 

soderzhanie pis'ma ne otvechaet". (The postal authorities are not reponsible for the contents of [the message on] 

this card) However, some cards have a spelling error in the fourth word: "soderzhal!ie" instead of 

"soderzhani,e". The rarity of this variety is difficult to judge, nor can I deduct if the error was detected and 

corrected at some point, as I know of no used (dated) examples. 

16 

OmpLITOO IIHCLMO. 

g ············-·-······································· ···········-············--·································································· 
t······················································································································································· 

~ ···································································· ················································································· ~ . 
0 

! ···················.···········---··-······························································································· 
~ ········································-············-········································································· · ......•............ 

1, OTKpWTOe IIHCLM0 ,jl;onJBH0«b.lTLCD~OIUIB"lleROOOOTJl'IIT
CTBeHHOIO D0'1:TOBOIO lll&PKOIO, 

e. Ha &TOA CTOpolrll Kpollril B,lU>eC& :ee ,ll;OBBOml:eTCS HB'l:ero 
Apyrarc> DBC&TL, 

8JICIUWDltl 8.ll'OTOUUla rOCFAUC!11SIDDll"I, BnuM,. 
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L d • --tO ; l.IoqToBoe "Yupnnn:enie nn. co.u;epucnn1e nHCLl'lrn ne oTn-Yi-c;rn.cT·.r.. j 

ll- IIo•TOnoe Tnprumenle RR COAe......,..de nncM,m ne ond,.....,.,.,._ ~I 

Above: the two varieties in the text on the reverse of card no. I 

No.2. 1872 (May 1st) 

The speed with which this second model followed No. l is surprising. It's a twin to the postal stationery cards of 
5k (green; also the later 4k model) and 3k (brown), only without imprinted stamp, printed in black and with a 
footnote informing the user that a 3k stamp was needed for a local postcard and a 5k stamp for a postcard to an 

out-of-town destination. This latter feature was rather unfortunate, as the inland and foreign postcard rates were 

lowered to 4k on June 19th, 1875, and lowered again to 3k on May 20th, 1878. It is tempting to speculate if this 
card therefore exists with some kind of overprint to modify the offending footnote. 

No subtypes are known. It was withdrawn from sale on July 1st, 1886. I can offer no evidence of its use beyond 
that date. 

Below: card No.2 

'it:••/)•A•;:•:-••':'i:'t''"'."'i'i:•/:'r:•1••:·••;:•,fr•t:•i:'t••t••;,• .. ,•;•••·•• .. •••••t••:•• ... w,:••:• 

~ii 

• OTIIPWTOE lilJICb■O 
~ 

·r:• 
Hilcu 

~.1• 

•apsa. 

· ....................... · 

~ ............................................................................................................................................................... . 
~ 

1:1 

C) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••n•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

ij 
~ .............................................................................................................................................................. . 

·······················································-··························--············································································ 
J. On:plffOe D■c••o Ao.lS■O 611ft CD0.1■& OILIIIU■O coontnTae■■oa, DOffO■OSI ■ap11oa,, 

rop0J;l!SOI - 3 11011-, & ■■0r0poASOI - II llOD, 
L Ba HOI nopori 11po■t &AJIIC& ■e ~oaao.aanca ■■uro AP7r&ro ncan, 

...... 
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ll~CTO 

,\I& 

IIAPU • 

............... .. 

················································---···································· ......................................................................... . 

1. llTO IlU0L)I0 ~0.llKII0 l!LITb on.1aqouo 3 Kon. noqT0D0IO :uapK0IO. 
2. Ha 3Toli cTopou11 Kpo:1111 a;\poca ue ~03B0.'111eTc11 neqero iU)yraro nucaTL. 
3. OoqTOIIQO Ynp11n.1011l0 311 CO;\Opamnle IlRCMII\ 118 OTR11'11l8Th. 

Above: unadopted essay for card No.3, in light red on white card, no outer frame. 
Below: the issued card No.3 

G! 

• OTIPW1'0E DICl.110. 
~ . JUHL 

..................................... ..... .................... ..... ...... ·••······ .................. -------------

........................ ...... ....... ..................... ... ... ...... ....... ____ _ 
-------"----------··-······· .................................................. ----

-································ .. ············· .. ··- ---···································--····-·····-·································· .. -
l. 9To nao•xo Ao.uiuo CJun. omraqeuo 8 son. no'ITOBOJO upsoJO. 
2. Ba &TOI CTopoe11 spox11 a,-u>eca ue AOBBOllll8'l'Oa: n•ero lQ>Jl'lll'O IDIC&TL 

a. Do'ITOuoe l'npauellle aa oo~epaallfe nao•a ae on11uen. 
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OTKPhITOE IIHChMO. 

l, Ha 9moiJ Otnt>J)OHfl> KJIO.llftl> allpeoa 1111 8ossoARetnOR HU'feeo f)pyeaeo nuounu,. 

ll, llo'1111011ne Y11pt16AM1i" 11a oot1epil#'t1tila ""°"""' till onum,,.ue,1111. 

Above: unadopted essay for card No.4, note different coat of arms (with posthoms), two-part footnote and no 
text in space for stamp. 
Below: the issued card No.4 

• 
0 T RPhI'r OE Il II Chl\I 0. 

,,.,. 
lUtlm. 

l. lJmo ,mc1>.wo 80.A:11C110 G1,1m1, 0nAa•1e110 ,9 "'on. no'fmono,o .111,pi.•o,o. 
2. Ila smo1't cmopoun, rrpo.wn, a8peoa 1111 8oaso.AJ1emca uu11ezo ilpyzuw 11uca,nb, 
,9. llo11moao11 YnpasAe11lt1 ea collepa,oa,ite nuc1>.wa Hll oman.1Cnem11. 
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No.3. 1879 
This is the first formular card of which some details of its genesis are known. Two essays exist, both obviously 

from 1878 as they mention the universal 3k postcard rate in a footnote. The essays, which lack a frame and are 
in different shades of red, measure 125x88mm and 130x94mm, and have all the relevant text on the front and 
nothing on the reverse. They differ from the issued cards only in the colour and the absence of a frame. 

Formular card No.3 is the first to have a completely blank reverse, an innovation which must have lowered 
production costs considerably. Printed in black, no subtypes apart from slight variations in colour of paper and 
ink are known. Withdrawn from sale on July 1st, 1886. 

No.4. 1884 
The first design without a frame, printed in grey-brown, with a new design for the Imperial coat of arms, and, 
like the previous card, a three-part footnote on the front and no printing on the reverse. A single essay is known, 
with the old style coat of arms, and only a two-part footnote. This essay, as the two mentioned previously, were 

originally in the Breitfuss collection, before passing to Agathon Faberge in 1911. 

No known subtypes, withdrawn from sale on July 1st, 1886. My latest date is 14-12-1889. 

No.5. 1886 
The first design in the standard UPU format of 90x140mm, which is pretty late considering the UPU had 
adopted this format for postcards in 1878. Although obviously intended for international use, with its bilingual 

inscription, it's VERY DIFFICULT to fmd correctly used to a foreign destination with the correct franking (3k 
prior to 8-3-1889, 4k after that date), as noted by Nebenzahl. Oddly enough, it does turn up used within Russia, 

which may be due to the fact that it was easily confused with its close cousin, formular card No.6 . 

• 
BCEl\IIPHLiiI noqTOBLiiI COI03'b. POCCHI. 

UNION POSTALE IDHVERSELLE. RUSSIE. 

O'l'KPhl'fOE IIHCbl\10. - CA.RTE POSTAL.K 

,••·· ····· •··· · · ••. 

. . . . ·················••· 

llu ;mwii cmupo111b 1111111e111c11 11111.11,,;o u11pec1;. - Cuti t•eset•v,f ea:c/11slre111c11I ,; l't1d1·c.,.,,., 
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• 
OTKPnITOE IlHCI>MO. 

=-··········· ······: 
i i 

! -= i 
11.lfU. 

· ...................... . 

Ha emoil cmopo11,i, nu111emcR mo.u...-o aOpeots. 

Above: card No.6, coarse lines Below: card No.6, fine lines 

OTKPnITOE IlHCI>MO. 

1111 .i111oii CIIIOl)IJ/lff, lllllllt!llll'H 1110.t,, h·o (( tlp t•('lJ. 
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No.6. 1889 

Essentially an all-Russian version of No.5 intended for inland use, this fonnular card was printed and reprinted 

from 1889 onwards, and many small differences in paper, ink and design exist which suggest that separate 

printings can be distinguished. Oleg Faberge himself identified two subtypes (Type I with dotted lines of 26 

points per 2 cm, Type II with finer dotted lines of 31 points per 2 cm; the two types can also be distinguished by 

different letters "ye" in the text "M~to dlya marok" which is covered by the stamp in used examples), but a 

third can be distinguished ("OTKRYTOE PIS'MO" 49mm wide instead of the earlier 55mm) and no doubt more 

subtypes exist. It is plentiful used, both to Russian and to foreign addresses (franked with 3k and 4k respective

ly). 

Here the story basically ends. The Russian postal authorities relinquished their monopoly in 1894, and a dazzling 

variety of privately-produced cards appeared, many of which are illustrated by Nebenzahl. Further official cards 

were issued but after 1909 (earliest date found by Nebenzahl) these were mainly issued by the district postal 

authorities, and usually, but not always, have an imprint on the front identifying the district in which they were 

issued. The Faberge collection contained one further puzzling item, which appears to be either an essay for an 

unissued "national" fonnular card (No.7 that never was) or a rather scarce "district" type lacking a district 

imprint. Whichever, the Imperial coat of arms finnly identifies it as a state-issued card, as the privately

produced cards were not allowed to bear the double-headed eagle and its associated paraphernalia. 

Below: unissued card No. 7 or odd regional type? 

• 
IlOlfTOBAH KAPTOl.f KA. 

r ······- ···•·-····· 
MsCTO 

,111111 

MAPKN, 

..... •·•·••·••········· 

For details of the usage of these cards, privately printed fonnular cards, preprinted cards used by various firms 

and much more, I refer you to the aforementioned Nebenzahl book. "Poor relations" of postal stationery cards 

they may be, but these postcard blanks offer an awful lot of fun to the collector. 
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Postmarks of the Crimean Railways 

Leonard Tann1 

The notes are intended to open up the subject of Russia's internal railway routes and their associated postmarks 
in the Imperial period and thereafter. These notes are not the fmal and defmitive word on these lines and 

stations, but are intended to invite other collectors to add what they know and what they may have in their 

collections. There are gaps in the sequence of postmarks, both of the stations and of the TPOs. It may be that 
there are postmarks waiting to be found and recorded. It may be that those 'missing' types were never issued 

and don't exist. Let us see. 

t10~Q 
19 -~ 

)WI JI( 

1901 / 
c,~~ 

1065.1 

1065.3 

Novo-Alekse 
. Sal 
..... : ·. · .. 

..... 

The main line from Central Russia to the Crimea ran from Khar'kov-Lozovaya-Aleksandrovsk-Federovka-Novo 

Alekseevka-Dzhankoi-Sarabuz-Simferopol '-Sevastopol'. From Dzhankoi a brach-line was built that originally ran 
to the town of Feodosia on the south coast of the peninsula. Later, this line was extended from Vladislavovka to 

the extreme eastern tip of the peninsula at Kerch'. The main line was always Khar'kov-Sevastopol', and the 

Dzhankoi-Kerch' branch a minor line. The branch down to Feodosia was little more than a spur-line. At some 

time later in the Imperial period, perhaps 1916 or 1917, a branch was built from sarabuz westwards to 
Evpatoriya. As far as we know at present - evidence may turn up to prove us wrong! - the Sarabuz-Evpatoriya 

line did not have mail vans operating along it with clerks cancelling the mail with a numbered postmark. There 

is a chance, as on the Kovel-Vladimir Volynsk Railway, that the local post office arranged for mail vans to be 
attached to trains, using an unnumbered postmark that is yet to be discovered and recorded. More probably, the 

1 I wish to express my sincere appreciation to Philip Robinson for allowing me to use illustrations and 
maps from this book Russian Railway Postmarks. All illustrations in this article of postal pieces are from 
the author's collection unless otherwise credited. 
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mail was bagged up and transferred to the mail-vans on the main Sevastopol'-Khar'kov route, and was cancelled 
in transit on this line ... 

Sevastopol' Station 
As Baedecker tells us, the main railway station in Sevastopol' lies to the south of the city. There was a post 
office at the station, operated by the Railway Posts Department. Figure 1 shows postmarks of Sevastopol's 
Station P02. Type 1065.1 would be the first type, with date set in three lines. Type 1065.3 shows the final oval 
type. Listed in the railway book is Type 1065.x (no illustration shown) - this would be the cross-date type. 
Figure 2 shows part of a postcard to Ekaterinoslav of 20-5-1911, which illustrates this cross-date type, serial 
number 2. The same postmark occurs on another postcard, of which the picture side shows Sevastopol' Station, 
see figure 3. It seems that the postmark with serial number 1 has not so far been recorded, although it should 
exist. Figure 4 shows examples of the oval type 1065.3. As far as we know, this oval postmark remained in use 
until replaced sometime in the Soviet period. 

Top: figure 3. Bottom left: figure 2. Bottom right: figure 4 . 

. ..... ... . :-

'I 

rop. CeeaCTonom.. Boxsan1, . 

., 
I 

0 . .... 
'/ . , ~ 

MAj AJ.P . . ' 4. ........................... ............... ·· ···· ........ ,. ' '{ . 
/J _ .. _ I 

2 In using the illustrations from Russian Railway Postmarks I have retained the reference numbers for 
easier cross-reference. 
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Kerch' Station 

UM.ll 

Ila. 

Other stations 

I/ 

······ .. ····1 

Figure 5 

All we can say is that the Kerch' Station postmark is a 

scarce one. Listed in Russian railway postmarks as Type 

515.x without illustration, I can show here part of a postcard 

addressed to Stantsiya Kerch' from Sumy, with a fine 

KERCH'/1/ZHELEZNODOR.P.O. receipt postmark dated 

4-12-1910 (figure 5). The same postmark occurs as a des

patch mark on a postcard in the Timo Bergholm collection, 

dated May 1907. It seems the Station PO at Kerch' opened 

about 1907, so any earlier postmark types probably never 

existed. The next question is: was there a later oval type? 

This may also be a gap waiting to be filled. However, we do 

know of post offices at Stations which had a circular cross

date postmark but never used it enough for it to wear out 

and be replaced by the standard oval type. There are at least 

a dozen examples of the circular types remaining in use to 

the end of the Imperial period, it may be that Kerch' was 

another one. 

Although no postmarks have been recorded for any of them, the following Crimean stations conceivably could 

have used railway postmarks inscribed 'ST ....... : Ak-Manai, Belbek, Vladislavovka, In'kerman, Salyn, Sarabuz 

and Sem' Kolodezei. Ladies and gentlemen, search your collections! 

TPO Route 59/60 
The railway line Lozovaya-Sevastopol' was operating by 1875. Figure 7 shows Types R59/60.l, which would 

have been the first type of TPO mark used on this route. It has to be said that route 59 (Khar'kov-Sevastopol') 

must have carried considerably less mail than route 60 (Sevastopol' -Khar'kov) which went up into Central Russia 

and beyond. Figure 8 shows the later oval types of the 59 route. The only postal item I can show with a TPO 59 
oval is figure 9, a postcard to St.Petersburg, put on the first train to pass which was the southbound train. It was 

a train in the wrong dirf:ction, but it was sorted and sent on its way. This often happened. Slightly smudged, the 

postmark reads KHAR'KOV.59.SEVASTOPOL'/OTD. "a", 6-3-1914. 

'&A 
~ l 1219 
~ AilP. 
~ 187 

g (1) 

R59/60.1 

R59. l 

Figures 7-9 

R59/60. l 

R59. l 
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Route 60, going north into Russia, saw far more mail, and therefore left more examples. Figure 10 shows the 

various postmark types. Note that for both directions there were variations in the spelling: SEVASTOPOL' in 
full or the abbreviated S-STOPOL'. Figure 11 shows some examples. 

, 
':':-:::". ........... .. .. 

Figure JO 

MAP 
~ 1887ct ..,_ 1 .; 

R60.1 

• 60• .. 
2 3 1 
... 
•e• 
R60 . 3 

' ' 

•CpIJI. 
JSS 

•S 

' 

R60.1 

lb .. 
1 7 

A. 
R60.4 

. 0 /JI! . 
. . . . . . . . . _ _ _ . . Wh ; 

Figure II 

~'f\ 8Ar0 
~ 17 ~ 0 9-01<1 
~: \V J 

~ 2 ~ <s 
R60.2 

·&a· 

91117 

OTA. 
R60.4 

•.·, . (D l 

b. POCCIH. •: 1 
E TtrssiE. , .. / --~ 
'.lJLPOSTALJ./ .~ 

. /'·J(,I ·1 ?~i\, . 
. . ..:. . 

. . . . 
·7-, . 

.. l,,:,_ ... ~-~::-~.. --=- . ~ ------ I 
. . , ---. . I 

The oval types continued in use through the Revolution into the Soviet period. Figure 12 shows a superb cover -

present whereabouts unknown - with an oval TPO 60 'OTO.' type to Copenhagen that went via Odessa. The 
'OTO.' types were probably used on extra mail-vans put on to deal with exceptionally heavy mail volume, or 
mail vans that did 'through journeys'. 
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':~ 

\'. 

Figure 12 

;;#'"_' :. . i:'.? .. ,~_:k,.-.; ~_;,f.:i~_:_·_:~_,\~_:·~-~;Jr /~{ .'. _ _._·/ ... . ,,. - ~~ ~, ::·; ~tV t' l :- · 
-.-, . . :.- •, • ' ...,. _ - • ' _, .,.- • ,• --- t-/' .¥ . \,S, , ~;_; , . : i -~ r 

. ~ -;. ::~'.Y ,. f ,,:L :c:•c:; t& C;~yr J;;;·~t~i· :~r, 
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TPO Route 1311132 
This was a minor branch line, connecting Kerch' and Feodosiya with the main line into Central Russia at 
Dzhankoi. The TPO on the Feodosiya-Dzhankoi route began operation on June 1893. It is extremely doubtful if 
an early circular TPO mark with three-line date existed for this route. It is far more likely that the circular 
cross-date type was the first type. later replaced by the usual oval type, probably (see below) not until 1915. I 
would therefore tentatively suggest that the circular cross-dat type of 'Pochtovii Vagon No.131/132' was in use 
on this line from the beginning of TPO service until replaced by ovals around 1915. Given that this covers a 
period of some 22 years, the number of examples that survives today is indeed very meagre! There probably 
weren't too many at the time! 

Figure 13 shows the circular cross-date type for route 131 (Kerch'-Dzhankoi) and the later oval type for this 
route, and the circular cross-date type for route 132 (Dzhankoi-Kerch'). The mail that did travel on this minor 
branch was mainly directed up into Central Russia and beyond. very little would have gone 'down' the branch 

line to Kerch', probably only locally addressed mail. 

R131.1 R131.2 

17 
0 19- 1 
';: VII 0. ~-s• 

Rl32.1 

Figures 14a-c show three postcards (the first from the Alexander Epstein collection) with examples of the 
circular TPO 131 mark, showing serials 1, 2 and 3. Figure 15 is a fine item from Alexander Epstein's 
collection, being a postcard addressed to Feodosiya, with a circular TPO 132 mark, serial l, dated 16-4-1909. 

Figure 14a 
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Above: figure 14b Below: figure 14c 

II e 11 a r II o t-

0!_~ .i ~ ~ 
- --IJl,a_=z~~·='=---------------

0 2 . 
-··················~···'·······V-~~;:{~·-··········--··············-- 1· 

. ·, 

Coll. Timo Bergholm. /J«,,(Mt- i2• z;:("~~• 
····················~~~l'-····~t'- .....• ':.,:,,::~ 
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Above: figure 15 Below: figure 16 

~~ ~.1-·-. -,~ ~ ~ , t' OTl{Pbl 

~1 · .t ~l . i 
.... /4.· ...... .... ... n,P> .. 1}.1. ...... 0,,_tc.c..11 te-0.: ..... ~ ·. 
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Figure 17 

Figure 16 shows a nice item. It bears a 3k Romanov and is addressed 

to kerch'. The stamp is cancelled by the circular TPO 132 mark, 

though the serial is missing from the base, dated 11-4-1913. The 

Kerch' arrival mark next to it is of the next day. 

Figure 17 is part of a postcard addressed to Petrograd, showing the 

oval type KERCH'-131-DZHANKOI, serial 'a', dated 3-2-1916. 

It has to be said that although the circular types of route 131/132 are 

uncommon, the later oval types are much scarcer. It would seem that 

the circular types remained in use much later than the majority of the 

circular types. But as was said ~lier, it may be that there was little 

use for them, and so they continued until they wore out. Romanov 

stamps with the older circular railway postmarks are unusual and 

notable. So far, we have not recorded an oval for the scarcer 'down 

branch' TPO 132 in the Imperial period. 

The situation so far described is how it was until only a few months ago. Then one of my St.Petersburg contacts 

sent me over two small batches of Soviet stamps on pieces with oval postmarks of this branch line! Figure 18 

shows two items, now in the collection of Ed Laveroni in the USA, showing 1928 usages of the oval KERCH'-

131 '-DZHANKOI serial "a". Figure 19 shows another Soviet-period piece, this with the previously unrecorded 

KERCH'-131-DZHANKOI serial "b", and another with the unrecorded DZHANKOI-132-KERCH' serial "a". 

All these are dated between 1925 and 1928. 

Figure 18 

,- . 

Figure 19 
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It is extraordinary that this minor branch-line was still using the tsarist railway postmark types originally issued -

my guess - in 1915, as late as 1928. 

It may perhaps be useful to tabulate known examples of the TPO marks of route 131/132, to see clearly what we 
have recorded and the blanks that need to be filled in. 

ROUTE 131, KERCH' - DZHANKOI 

Circular type, cross-date (Kiryshkin-Robinson Rl 31.1) 
Serial 1 April 1909 - August 1910 
Serial 2 January 1913 

Serial 3 November 1905 - June 1906 
For all three there ought to be examples from 1893-1915. 

Oval type (Kiryushkin-Robinson R131.2) 
Serial "a" December 1916 - December 1928 

Serial "b" May 1928 

For both there ought to be examples from 1915-1917. 

ROUTE 131, DZHANKOI - KERCH' 

Circular type, cross-date (Kiryushkin-Robinson R132.1) 
Serial 1 April 1909 
Serial 2 

Serial 3 

Unrecorded 
July 1913 

For all three there ought to be examples from 1893-1915. 

Oval type (recorded in Kiryushkin-Robinson Addendum as R132.2) 
Serial "a" June 1925 - December 1928 

Serial "b" Unrecorded 
For both there ought to be examples from 1915-1917. 

There are a number of blanks here - perhaps other collectors have examples that fill them in. For instance, are 

we able to record the oval TPO 131 mark serial "b" in the Imperial period 1915-1917? Likewise the scarcer oval 

of TPO 132, either serial "a" or serial "b" that we presume existed, in the same 1915-1917 period? This was an 
interesting minor branch line in the Imperial period and immediately afterwards. Perhaps mail was sparse then, 

leaving collectors today with few examples of the postal activities in this far-off corner of Russia. 

My final points are these. There is at the moment no record or evidence that there was a station PO at 
Feodosiya. It was a small town with a state post office, and we presume that mail was bagged up and put on the 
train that linked up with mail vans on the Kerch'-Dzhankoi line. We likewise have no information of any mail 

activity on the Sarabuz-Evpatoriya line, nor of a station PO at Evpatoriya. Maybe these simply didn't exist, or 

maybe these are gaps waiting to be filled. 

The railway marks of the Crimea are very interesting. Now, fellow-collectors, let us build on these notes and fill 

in the gaps. 
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"Wish I wasn't here" - addenda 

P.E. Robinson 

Since my article '"Wish I wasn't here": postcards from Siberia' was published in BJRP 67, many more 
publishers have come to light. The newly-recorded publishers are given below in the same format as in the List 
of Publishers in the original article, that is with the name of the publisher, the location of the firm (where 
known) and the type(s) of card seen. In regard to the earliest usage of a Siberian postcard, given as 23 August 
1900 in the original article, a Vladivostok view has now been recorded postmarked there on 23 April 1900, 
while a Scherer & Nabholz view of Listvenichnoe has been recorded used in St.Petersburg six days earlier on 17 
April 1900. 

V.P. Aleksandrov 
S.G. Alekseev 

A.A. Antipkin 
A.A. Bikov 
I.I. Braunshteyn 

T .D. Chachaev 
P. Chechin 

Dkiko 

B.B. Dobbs 
F.P. Efimov 

V. Efimov 
N. V. Fedorov 
G.K.A. 
E.K. Getke 

Goldenberg 
N .I. Ivanoff 

Kamishlovskoe 

Eparkhialnoe Otd. 
M. Kampel 

E. Kolmakov 

E. Kudinov & A. Lezin 

F .K. Lavrentev & 
G.M. Afanasev 

N .D. Martyanov 

Gustav Netselb 
P. Nichech 

V.N. Nikonov 
Ogibenin 

M.P. Okupov 

N.E. Oleynikov 
V. Olovenikov 

Ovsyanikov Bros. 
with Ganshin & Sons 

Tomsk 
Tomsk 

Tyumen? 
Arkhangel 'sk 

Tulun? 
Irkutsk 
Vladivostok? 

Khabarovsk 
Nome, Alaska 

? 

Chita 
Minusinsk 
Stockholm 
Irkutsk 

? 
New York 

Kamishlov 
Moscow 
Petropavlovsk 

Moscow 

Stretensk 

Omsk 

Irkutsk? 
Vladivostok? 

Omsk 

Tyumen 

Irkytsk? 

Yakutsk? 
Moscow 

? 

Borovoe, Akmolinsk region 
Tomsk (in conjunction with Granbergs) 

Tyumen 
Novaya Zemlya 
Tulun, printed by P.P. Afanasev 
Irkutsk, cf. Khakhaev 

Vladivostok 

Crudely-printed post-1918 views of Kamchatka 
Coloured view of "East Cape, Siberia" (Cape Dezhnev) 
Lake Baykal, Transbaykalia 

Chita, sometimes using Scherer, Nabholz photos 
Ethnographic cards of the area around Minusinsk 
Irkutsk, Petropavlovsk 
Real photographic view of Irkutsk cathedral and surrounding area 

during a 1917 political rally 
Military parade at Berezovka 
Vladivostok, sepia cards dated 1922 

Kamishlov 
Views of Chelyabinsk dated 1914 
Petropavlovsk(Kamchatka) in association with Scherer, Nabholz & 
Co. 

Crudely printed views on thin card 

Stretensk 

Omsk 
View of Governor-General's house, Irkutsk 
Vladivostok 
View of the bridge over the river Irtysh at Omsk 
Multi-view cards of Borovoe, Akmolinsk Oblast 
Artist-drawn card showing a postman whose bag is a small wallet 
containing a strip of 10 views of Irkutsk 
Yakutsk 
Kurgan 

Petropavlovsk 
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Above: figure 1 Below: figure 2 
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P.M.C. 

Portland Postcard Co. 

Red Cross 

"SEYSAMA.SEI" 

Vladivostok? 

Portland, USA 

St. Petersburg 

Osaka 

Real-photograph views of Vladivostok during Allied Intervention 

Coloured view "Mazinka houses, Graphite Bay, Siberia" 

Views of Omsk, Chelyabinsk, Irkutsk and Vladivostok 

Vladivostok - a numbered "panorama" series entitled "The Winter in 

Vladivostok" 

Shalonin & Co. Blagoveshchensk Opening of Amur Railway on 6 December 1913 

Irkutsk? Irkutsk S.N. Sokolovskiy 

M.E. Stozh ("Stosch") ? A view (no.8) of a temple near Aga, Transbaykal Railway, also a 

view of the Lena at Vitim 

J.J. Tschurin & Co. Vladivostok? 

A. Usachev & G. Liven Tomsk? 

A.G. Vasilev Kansk 
Vishnevskiy Bros. 

H. Volk 

Z.I. Zhdanova 

"Zhivopis" 

Khabarovsk 

Heilbronn 

Omsk 

Vladivostok 

Real-photograph views of Vladivostok cathedral 

Tomsk 

Kansk 
Khabarovsk (in association with Granbergs) 

Vladivostok "Gross aus" type card 

Omsk (cards printed in Japan by "TOKIO") 

Vladivostok, view of Korean boat 

"Wish you were here" - but where? 

P.E. Robinson 

When forming a collection of postcard views of Siberia from the early 1900s, I have occasionally noticed errors 

in the captions. It seems that postcard publishers sometimes got it wrong when deciding on captions, though they 

were usually in the right part of Siberia. It seems that good-quality photographs of the remoter parts of Siberia 

might have been hard to find around the turn of the century as, quite often, the same views were used by 

different publishers. Many postcard views can also be found in the well-illustrated Guide to the Great Siberian 

Railway by A.I. Dmitriev-Mamonov and A.F. Zdziarski, the English translation of which was published in 

St.Petersburg in 1900. 

Recently I acquired the postcard shown in fig.1 . Rather crudely printed on thin, shiny card, it was published in 

Moscow by E. Kudinov and A. Lezin, and the Russian caption translates as "The railway around lake Baikal". 

Having seen many different postcard views of the railway around Lake Baikal I didn't recognise this one, though 

the view seemed familiar. On checking, I found that I had the same view, but showing more of the water at the 

left-hand side, and published under the Red Cross imprint (fig.2). On this card the caption translates as "The 

place of the inauguration of the Ussuri Railway" . The Ussuri Railway, linking Vladivostok with Khabarovsk, 

was some 1200 miles from Lake Baikal. The mystery is solved by the above-mentioned Guide to the Great 

Siberian Railway. where the same view can be found on page 467 with the caption "Site of the inauguration of 

the Ussuri Railway by His Imperial Majesty in May, 1891 ". So it seems that, somewhere along the line between 

the photographer or picture agency and the Moscow publishers, the true identity of the view was lost. 

Alternatively, Messrs. E. Kudinov and A. Lezin might have wanted a view of the railway around Lake Baikal, 

and not having one to hand, used the Ussuri view in the belief that nobody would know. 
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Cancellations of the Transcaucasian railway: addenda 

P. T. Ashford 

Following the appearance of the recent handbook on cancellations of the Transcaucasian Railway, a number of 

collectors have been kind enough to notify items in their collections hitherto unrecorded. This new information is 

summarised below, and follows the pattern and sequence in the book. 

1. Poti-Tiflis Railway 
Mr. Howard L. Cohen (valley Stream, N.Y.) possesses an outstanding cover from Kutais (28 May 1876) 

addressed to Tiflis which, on the reverse, shows an impression of the Poti-Tiflis postal wagon postmark (Type 1) 

dated 28-5-1876, more than two years earlier than previously recorded. Due to the light impression we do not 

know, for certain, whether the serial number of the datestamp is '(5)' or '(3)'. The line began working from 

Poti to Tiflis in October 1872 when we understand a daily service carrying mail commenced. Details of this item 

are: 

Date 

28-5-1876 

Station L or R Serial Description Source Valuation 

1 0(?Bezhatubani 

2. Route 95-96 Baku-Batum 

R (5)or(3) Transit cane. on 

cover to Tiflis 

Mr.H.L.Cohen H 

No new Type 1 "three-line" datestamps have been reported but of Type 2 ( +) "crossed date" datestamps, four 

new sub-types have been noted, thus due for inclusion in the tables on pages 28/29 of the original handbook. 

These are: 

~ e,Aro~ ~ iAro~ 

~ 'l,?. ~- #-:.19 17 ~~ 1 ;/ 
~ 19!_ OS~ ~19-02«!-._ . Q5 :.0 

~ -03 ~ "f. 1,- .. UI 
~ vu "1 ~ I ~ I ~ 

' ~ ....... 9 .. .... s ;;r 

Route Serial Inscription Colour, date, diam., source 

95 5 

96 6 

POCHTOVYI VAGON No.95 =5= Black, 22-1-95, 28mm, auction 

POCHTOVYI VAGON No.96 =6= Black, 15-1-03, 27mm, E.G. Peel 

Val. 

G 

F 
(Note: Rabbi L.L. Tann also has this datestamps, two strikes of which cancel a postcard dated 14-11-1904) 

95 8 POCHTOVYI VAGON No.95 =8= Black, 17-6-03, 27½mm, P. Walker G 

95 9 POCHTOVYI VAGON No.95 =9= Black, 1-7-02, 27½mm, BSRP auction F 

Two sub-types of Type 3 (oval) datestamps can be listed, both from Mr.E.G. Peel's collection. The first is a 96 

oval (script letter 'a') dated 9-1-23 in the later style ("2", viz. dashes either side of route number, and asterisks 
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either side of 'a'), found on a pair of Soviet Georgia 3000R adhesives; and the other a ppc franked with 3k 
Arms type, perf. cancelled on 9-8-1912 by a similar datestamp as already partly illustrated on p.32 of the 
handbook (P.W. 95 'd' (2)). 

Route Serial 
96 a (2) 

95 d (2) 

Inscription 

BATUM - 96 - BAKU * a * 
BAKU - 95 - BATUM * d * 

3. Route 95-96 (Stantsiya cancellations) 

Colour, date, size, horiz.lines 
Black, 9-1-23, 30x26mm, 11 ½mm 
Black, 9-8-12, 30½x25mm, 7mm 

Val. 
F 
G 

(p.39) Mr.Eric Peel provides us with a complete impression of the ST.RION cancellation on a pair of 2R 
Georgian stamps and we give a drawing below. Note the spelling of RION. 

(p.39) The first example of a cancellation from ST.GOMI is recorded by Mr.P. Walker (Ruislip). This shown 
(incomplete) above. Details are: 

25a ST.GOMI I (* ZAKA VK.ZH.D.) * (die) est. 28mm, 27-7-13, black E 

(p.40) Mr.E.G. Peel has a part cancellation (single circle) on 7k (1875-1882 issue) which he regards as earlier to 
the Tiflis Station P.O. datestamp (listed as 39a). The whole wording does not show but could be TIFLISSKOE 
ZHELEZN.P.O. with, of course, the date in three lines. An intriguing probability, awaiting a more complete 
impression. 

(p.42) More help from Mr.P. Walker enables us to illustrate the first recorded ST.DZEGAM double circle 
datestamp, dated 9-5-13. Details are given below, but its record does raise a question about other datestamps 
from Dzegam ("village types") and whether there was indeed another office. 

53a ST.DZEGAM I * ZAKA VK.(ZH.D. *) (d/c) 28mm, 9-5-13, Black G 
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(p.42) There is a note following the listing of ST.ELISAVETPOL ('Vokzal') datestamps which mentioned 

another part cancellation, likely to be an unrecorded ELISAVETPOL datestamp. Mr.P. Walker has now 

produced a 4k postal stationery card to Austria, cancelled by two clear strikes of this very datestamp, which is a 

pleasure to illustrate here: 

I 

~: .• ~ . . - , 
F . . . . 
• . . . . . 'ft. ... . ' . 
; 

F· . ,. 
~ 

RCE:'\IIPIILiii IlOtJTOB ' 
UNION POSTALE 

lfi,• . P< ;C 
,_- · ··sIE. 

' 
O'l'lil'bl'fOE IlllChl\-1 S'r 

. . 
t, .. . 

~-. .. : ... , ......... ~ ........................ ~.~ ... J\.~.~.~.Pt~ ........... ............ ............. : ............................................. •:j 

~ ·., ' ; ·• Pro:r •.. A._.smrosTER ... ---·---···-·-·----·-···----· ....... •-·-·····---·-· ......... -'.' -l 

f :.i!fj~·1-~;:}t"t&npeee .!i. : : ... .J 
t.. ... . . . i---- - ·-···-·· ------- -ii-"'} ]! If '!'fr . . . -1 
?: ·- t11- ·· · · .... .... l. .'/~./ ~ .. ~utttr-ia ..................... -..................... .. .... .. -j ~· . . 

• • , .. II" :1 mfll• .111 flpn 11 11, 11m11e111ca m11..c"~,. ~.,~aa. ~ Ciittf reHerrtf ea:cllu1ir.e1n11nt· tl l'adrrRRr. ·. 
~ . ·• 

The details should therefore read as follows: 

(p.42) 57f ELISAVETPOL VOKZ.P.OT. I "' • a (d/c) 28mm, 22-6-10, Black G 

4. Route 97-98: Samtredi-Poti 

(p.45) Readers of the handbook will be aware of how difficult it is to find datestamps (of any type) of the 

Samtredi-Poti line, so it is a great pleasure to learn from Mr.Howard L. Cohen that he has a registered cover 

posted at Batum Station P.O. (3-10-1901) addressed to Paris which seems to have collected, on the reverse, a 

single circle POCHTOVYI VAGON No.98 datestamp (serial '4', crossed date) of 4-10-0(1). By rights this 

should have been a TPO 96 datestamp (Batum-Baku) if the letter was being conveyed overland through Russia, 

but none of us will complain. The cover is illustrated on the next page. An additional entry is therefore needed 

to the "Type 2" listing on page 45: 

Route Serial Inscription Colour, date, diam., source Val. 

98 4 POCHTOVYI VAGON No.98 = 4 = Black, 4-10-0(1), 28mm, Mr.H.L.Cohen G 
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5. Route 229-230: Tiflis-Dzhulfa 
(p.53) From Mr.P. Walker comes a part impression of the double-oval TIFLIS * 229 * DZHULFA "b" ('1' 

Type) datestamp (on loose lk perf. Arms stamp). Unlisted on p.53 which can now be added to the table 

Route Serial Inscription 

229 b (1) TIFLIS * 22(9 * DZHULFA) b 

6. Route 269-270: Aleksandropol - Sary Kamysh 

Colour, date. size. horiz.lines 

Black, 24-?-?, ?31x26mm, 7mm 

Mr.B. Sokolov (St.Petersburg, vua Mr. P.E. Robinson) notifies a splendid card sent from Sary Kamysh to 

Petrograd bearing a 3k perf. Arms stamp cancelled SARYKAMYSH - 270 - ALEKSANDROPOL * b * 2-12-

1914. This item is of great importance as no record of this route so designated has otherwise been found. It 

seems possible that the route may have changed again to SARYKAMYSH-270-TIFLIS in 1915. Note, however, 

in the handbook on p.75, of the existence of an unnumbered route KARS-SARYKAMYSH operating in 1914, 

relative perhaps to the narrow gauge trakc subsequently converted to normal gauge (?late 1914). 

(p.57) An additional item should therefore be included in the table, as follows: 

Route Serial Inscription Colour, date, size, horiz.lines Val. 

270 b SARYKAMYSH-270-ALEKSANDROPOL * b * Black, 2-12-14, 31x26mm, 8mmH 
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7. Unnumbered route - Erivan-Ulukhanlu 
Mr.Eric Peel (Harrow) has long exercised his ability to produce white rabbits from top hats, but the writer was 

shaken to learn that he possessed a superb postcard twice impressed by the very rare double oval handstamp 

ERIVAN-ULUKHANLU POCH.VAG. dated 31-3-1915, addressed locally to Erivan. Rabbi Leonard Tann's 

pair of 3k Romanov stamps showing a full strike of this datestamp on 25-10-1915 has hitherto been the only 

recorded example. So, although the cancellation is known, Mr.Peel's postcard is well worthy of illustration: 

,:~1-1; itf •-··~,: .. 

• .. ·.•'.,'. 

.. -~~ -~~{[ 
.,::'t~+\. 

,1il,i!}\ , ·· . .);~i;~~:. " ::::: ·;~)Af '.~ 
8. Newly recorded Postal wagon datestamps of the Georgian/Soviet period 
With the emergence of greater interest in cancellations of the early Soviet period, we are beginning to realise 

there are manu unusual and rare items to be found. Mr.Peel has surprised us again (twice again, in fact) by 

producing a quite new circular postal wagon datestamp (in Georgian) TBILISI 1 BATOMI / * * d dated 12-8-

1922 cancelling Soviet Georgia stamps on a Kerensky 5k postcard. There is an arrival datestamp of Datum 16-8-

1922 (see below). There is also a further different arrival datestamp of Datum, als dated 16-8-1922 on the 

hitherto uncancelled charity stamp. As Mr.Peel points out, this reflects a TPO route 1/2, and from Dr.Ceresa's 

cover (see handbook pp.67/68) we know that TPO 7/8 was Shorapani-Sachkheri. What were TPO Nos.3/4 and 
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If 7/8 was Shorapani-Sachkheri in 1922 it had certainly changed again in 1927 for Mr.Peel can also show us a 
bilingual (Georgian-Russian) double oval dated 4-4-1927 of SACHKHERI 102 SHORAPAN "a" on a Soviet 
postcard with Georgian inscription, addressed to Leipzig, see below. 
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This last item confirms information extracted by Mr.Andrew Cronin from the late W.E. Kethro's Post Office list 

and published in BJRP 10. This showed route nos. 51/52 for Tbilisi-Telav, 101/102 Shorapan-Sachkheri, 

105/106 Khashuri (previously Mikhailovo)-Borzhom Park, 111/112 Tbilisi-Dzhulfa and 317/318 Armavir

Tuapse-Sochi. Baku-Batum evidently remained 95/96 and Samtredi-Poti remained 97/98. Dr.P.A. Michalove (in 

BJRP 75) confirms these allocations and lists the remaining lines in Georgia as unnumbered routes. 

Another intriguing item from 1927 is a postcard partly illustrated in the Sheynberg Auction Catalogue No.4 

(March 1995), the stamp is cancelled by two strikes of a double oval(? P.V. No.18 BIS BAKINSKII). This is 

dated 21-1-1927 and the card is addressed to Leningrad. The "route" indicated is a mystery, and whether this 

was a new partly constructed line (? to Ordubat) is not known. 

9. Other handstamps 
The final item dscribed in the original handbook (p.83) as a single-line subber handstamp, thought to have been 

applied to certain mail at Tiflis Head P.O. in 1901-1902 reading S'UTRENNIM POEZDOM = BY MORNING 

TRAIN. Two examples of this handstamp, in violet ink, were known on mail posted 1-9-1901 and 16-7-1902. In 
the Rurik Auction Catalogue 2-3/95 (from Vasa, Finland) our member Mr.Martin Holmsten offered a clutch of 

such items - four of this handstamp - all on covers dated 1900, including one strike in blue ink as opposed to 

violet. This blue example was on a cover cancelled by the ?circular Borzhom-Mikhailovo unnumbered postal 

wagon (also apparently in blue) which makes one wonder where indeed these instructional markings were 

applied. Additionally, Mr .Holmsten offered a further 1900 cover from Tiflis bearing a similar single-line 

handstamp S'VECHERNIM POEZDOM = BY EVENING TRAIN which is definitely something quite new. 

Special thanks are extended to those readers who have notified all the information listed above and who, 

incidentally, hve provided additional data extending the usage periods of cancellations given in the original 

handbook, which due to limitations of space are precluded from this article. The handbook Postal Cancellations 

of the Transcaucasian Railway is still available from P. T. Ashford, 9 Pentre Close, Ashton, Chester CH3 8BR 

(£12 or $20 bill, postage included). 
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Souvenirs from the Polar Bears 

Bill Stoten 

A friend of mine attended a display of Russian material which included some 'Polar Bear' mail (mail from the 

British Intervention forces in North Russia) at a local P.S. meeting. He said that he didn't know much about this 

period, but he had something that he thought I may like to see. When he showed it to me I was dumbstruck! 

The letter and the cover in which it was mailed are shown on the next page. The snder acquired some Russian 

stamps for the addressee on the last day he was in Arkhangel'sk. The stamps he obtained, at a total cost of 18/

which implies a converion rate of 1 rouble = 1 shilling, are shown below. 

An intriguing philatelic souvenir from the Polar Bears! 
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HEADQUARTERS 
NOT('(H RUSSIAN REUEF FORCE 

Deo\ Hop, 

Oc.toM,\ 9th 
1919 

I t.Ud. not an6f»eA. IJou.\ let.teA. "'°ut ~ 
600neA, 06 I luwe had, no o~ getUng to a 
P06t OUice, Cw06 u,l,,a,t COfdtl ~ done. Hel&.e G\e. all 
that we C4'Ul4 ooUect, the c06t w06 18/-. We fi\i.e4 
to 111.t one 6tamp dabut, the day o&, evacuation, wt 
06 they on.lg ch,a,nge the "4t,e, 6tamp at 12 noon., thl4 
w06 not ~. <,o you wUJ, ha.oe to ~ content wi.tA 
Sept. 26th. It i4 ~ 06 it W06 oUauuul l>y the 
"'6olAlte ~ E~ ffl Al&changel. 

· The C4llpai,gn, w06 CJelt,fJ ~. and ffl-
6t1Wctwe. It might peNlap6 lnt.eAe6t 11ou uul6 l& I came 
down and ga,oe a ~ l.ecta,\e. on it, l& 11ou. want, I 
e«peotth&\e wUt ~ no t.\ouUe.to11Ul&ol4 o&, rne. 

L.uc,oole f.D06 out '°" " '"· 
Gwe my loc,e to Fag 8 old ~ 

Jaclw. 

~ew. 
Pall Mall S.W. 

........ , . . 
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Who can help? 

Peter Walker & Eric Peel 

Postal wagons Nos.3 and 4 with serial letters (K&R Types R3.01 and R4.1} 
For a long time I have been puzzled by these unusual TPO marks which appear to conform with none of the 

standard criteria. Until now they have generally been assumed to have been used exclusively on the Warsaw
Wilna section of the St.Petersburg-Warsaw Railway. On the basis of information that I have so far collected I 
now believe that I can prove the following: 

(i) that the numbers did not represent route numbers but different postal wagon numbers which were used in 
combination with serial letters - thus PW4A represented one postal wagon and PW4B another one; 

(ii) that these postal wagons were used on other routes than the one mentioned above; 
(iii) that each postal wagon was used on a specific but unspecified route. 

To date I have been able to confirm the existence of the following postal wagons and their dates of usage: 
PW 3A 5-8-1866 PW 4A 16-5-1863 to 1-11-1866 
PW 3a 7-9-1865 

PW 3b 16-5-1864 to 4-8-1865 

PW 3v ?-12-1864 to 25-9-1866 

PW 4b 24-8-1863 to 15-2-1864 

PW 4v 25-8-1863 

At the moment I am in the process of collating as much information as I can on these marks from fellow 

collectors. I should be grateful if anyone who has any examples of these marks, whether on cover or on loose 

stamps, could let me have the following details, with a photocopy if possible: 
the postal wagon number and serial letter; 
the station or stop number, if any; 
the date of use; 

the place of origin and destination, if available; 
details of any other despatch, transit or receipt marks on the item in question. 

In due course I shall be writing an article for the BJRP on these marks in which I shall acknowledge all 
contributions made. 

Address: Peter Walker, 27 South Drive, Ruislip, Middlesex HA4 SEU. Tel/Fax +44 (0)1895-637597 

Hexagonal numeral cnacellations (K&R Types Dl-17) 
I am currently doing some research into the above marks, Nos.1-10 of which were used on the Nikolaevskaya 
Railway and Nos.11-17 on the SBp-Warsaw Railway. I would be grateful if anyone who has any of these marks 

on cover could let me have the following details, with a photocopy if possible: 
the number; 

the date of use; 
the place of origin and destination, if available; 

details of any other despatch, transit or receipt marks on the item in question. 

Address: Eric Peel, 41 Norwood Drive, Harrow, Middlesex HA2 7PF. Tel. +44 (0)181-8665005. 
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Postal use of Armenia's post-Soviet defmitives 

Trevor Pateman 

Unlike its 1919-1923 predecessors, Armenia's post-Soviet government has managed to get new definitive stamps 

into postal use without surcharges or overprints. This note comments on usage in 1994, following replacement of 

the rouble by the Armenian dram. 

Printed by the House of Questa, Armenia's first two definitive issues were released on 25 August 1992 and 12 

May 1993, according to the Michel Ubersee catalogue, where they are numbered 203-206 and 207-209. As with 

Lithuania's first definitives, the printed values show no indication that they are in kopecks and roubles, and this 

may have been with a view to continuing their use after currency reform. The values in the first series are 0.20, 

2.00, 3.00 and 5.00 and in the second series 1.00, 3.00 (new design) and 20.00. 

I do not have a date for the introduction of the Armenian dram, but know that it was introduced at a conversion 

rate of 10 roubles = 1 dram sometime in late 1993 or early 1994. 

From a batch of inland mail now in my possession and addressed mainly to the Armenian Supreme Soviet over a 

twelve month period in 1994-1995, it is reasonably clear that for part of 1994, following currency reform, the 

rate for an inland letter was 1 dram and the registration fee was also 1 dram (so the cost of sending a registered 

letter was 2 drams). The preceding rouble rates had been 9 roubles and 9 roubles, respectively (so 18 roubles for 

a registered letter). 

In a period of currency change, franking letters is not always straightforward, as I now illustrate with the 

following seven covers: 

Ordinary letters at 1 dram 
1. Kirovakan 4-3-1994 to Erivan 7-3-1994. 1 rouble stamp (Michel 207) revalued to l dram with handwritten 

Cyrillic "dr". 

2. Goris 20-4-1994 to Erivan 22-4-1994. 5 x 2 rouble stamps (Michel 206) = 10 roubles = 1 dram. 

3. Kirovakan 27-5-1994 to Erivan 3-6-1994. 1 rouble stamp (Michel 207) used as a 1 dram stamp (invisible 

revaluation x 10). 
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Registered letters al 2 drams 
4. Sevan 29-7-1994 to Erivan 6-8-1994. 20 rouble stamp (Michel 209) = 2 drams. 
5. Sevan 29-7-1994 to Erivan 1-8-1994. 20 kopeck stamp (Michel 203) used as a 2 dram stamp (invisible 
revaluation x 100). 
6. Erivan ?-5-1994 to Erivan 24-5-1994. 2 rouble stamp (Michel 206) used as a 2 dram stamp (invisible 
revaluation x 10). 
7. Kirovakan ?-7-1994 to Erivan 11-7-1994. 2 x 1 rouble stamps (Michel 207) used as 2 x 1 dram stamps 
(invisible revaluation x 10). 

Of course, the exotic item is the manuscript revaluation on cover 1. This is not unique, and I can record one 
further example on cover 8: 

8. ldzhevan ?-?-1994 to Erivan 11-6-1994. 3 rouble stamp (Michel 204) revalued to 3 drams with handwritten 
Cyrillic "dr". Possibly this is a letter in the second weight band, so 2 drams for postage and 2 dram for 
registration. 

In some cases it is difficult to make sense of frankings, though access to a published list of postal rates will help 
sort out puzzling items in due course. 
Modem gums do not go well with Soviet postal stationery, and Questa's handsome stamps are sometimes affixed 
to envelopes with glue. 

Only a few Armenian postmarks - chiefly in Erivan - have been altered by removing 'CCCP' and the Soviet 
emblems, and only a few Armenianised postmarks have so far been recorded, again from Erivan. It is noticable, 
however, that all the covers illustrated here are addressed in Armenian script. 

Despite the evidence of widespread availability and usage of the definitive stamps in 1994-1995, use in 1992-
1993 was almost certainly more limited, and surviving examples even scarcer. Armenia's life was quite severely 
disrupted at this time. I have only seen commemorative issues used (?) on philatelic covers, but I cannot rule out 
their general availability - the batches of covers I receive may have been picked over in advance, and I have not 
received more than 100 in total from all sources. 

Classified Advertisements 

Ah, of only we had some! The members are reminded that we'll gladly place a classified advertisement on their 
behalf in the pages of the BJRP, where it will be assured of the most careful attention from the readers. Please 

make them brief (preferably not more than 2-3 lines). The Editor reserves the right to refuse notices which are 
an offense to common standards of decency, whatever those are. 

All responses to the Editorial address, please. Due to the, er, unpredictable publishing schedule of the BJRP, it 
may be some time before your ad is actually published. 
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TRANSLATIONS FROM RUSSIAN 

Do you have Russian philatelic source material or postal history 
that you would like to have translated? 

With a university degree in Russian and a keen interest in 
Russian philately going back many years I can off er a fast, 
reliable and professional commercial translating service to 
collectors and dealers around the world. 

Translations can be delivered by post or fax, on disk or via 
modem, as required. 

Although typed texts are preferred, material written in 
manuscript will be considered on their individual merits. 

Please call or write today and let me try to help you to enhance 
your philatelic knowledge. 

All enquiries are welcome with no job too big or too small. 

I am a Committee Member of BSRP and a Subscriber Member of ITI. 

PETER WALKER 
27 South Drive 

Ruislip 
Middlesex 

HA4 SEU 

Tel/Fax +44 (0)1895 637597 
(24 hr. answerphone/fax) 

PARTICIPATE IN UKRAINIAN AUCTIONS 
EVERY JANUARY, MAY, AND SBPTPMBER 

SEND $1.00 FOR A COPY WIDCH YOU COULD CREDIT TO YOUR 
AUCTION PURCHASE 

******** 
ALSO REQUEST FREE LISTS OF CURRENT UKRAINIAN MATERIAL

INTERESTING PROVISIONALS, REGULAR ISSUES, AND COVERS. 

AIL SOLD Wl1H A MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 

VALZABDAKA 
POBOX 3711 

S~VER SPRING, MD 20918 
U.S.A. 

(TELEPHONF./FAX 301-593-5316) 






